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Today we’ll be discussing:

• Which linguistic traits work and don’t work in homepage 
headlines

• Why optimizing your headlines is important

• Where to test headlines

• Tips for getting the most out of your tests

AGENDA
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The data behind 
successful headlines
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In headlines, certain words really matter
In an analysis of about 100,000 headline tests and more than 235,000 individual 
headlines, we examined linguistic traits of successful and unsuccessful headlines

Help
• Demonstrative pronouns

“these”, “this”

• Negative superlatives 
“worst”

• Interrogatives 
“what”, “when”

• Determinants
“the”, “an”

• Numbers
• Adjectives
• Quotations
• Positive superlatives

“best”

No Effect
• Names
• Proper nouns
• Notably long headlines

Hurt
• Notably short headlines
• Question marks
• Time references

“tomorrow”, “Saturday”

DOES LANGUAGE MATTER?
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WHY TEST?

62%
of the time

When testing headlines, the alternative will outperform the original
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And, on average, those new headlines see:

WHY TEST?



Adaptable Benchmarks.  Intelligent Insights. Predictive Alerts.

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF YOUR HEADLINES
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Best practices 
for effective tests



Adaptable Benchmarks.  Intelligent Insights. Predictive Alerts.

HOW DO YOU BUILD A REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY?

• Test in high-traffic areas 

• Optimize your underperformers

• Spend extra time on your high-value 
content

Find your best 
opportunity



Adaptable Benchmarks.  Intelligent Insights. Predictive Alerts.

HOW DO YOU COMBINE THE ART & THE SCIENCE?

• Always be testing

• Know which audience you’re testing: 
Don’t stop tests prematurely

• Don’t get discouraged by ties

• Keep track of what works

Test with confidence
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Habitual users build 
homepage habits

• As readers become more 
loyal, they use front pages 
more actively

• Visitors who come more 
than every other day visit 
more front pages than 
articles

WHO IS ON YOUR HOMEPAGE?
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TURN REAL-TIME INTO LONG-TERM STRATEGY
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In 2017, testing was still an under-the-radar area of interest, with 
just a handful of headlines tested on live stories per day. 

Newsroom leaders needed to make people want to test every 
headline, thus optimizing homepage engagement and growing an 
audience of loyal readers. To make testing compelling, they made 
it fun — through a game that engaged the entire organization.

It’s simple. We’ve operationalized testing 
headlines and made it part of our jobs.
- Aaron Shill, Content Director at Deseret News

“

CASE STUDIES

THE RESULT?

 45%
AVG CTR INCREASE
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Key takeaways
& more resources
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Key takeaways:

• Experiment with different headline formats and language

• Use the Heads Up Display to find your best testing 
opportunities

• Test often, and with more than two variants

• Track your test results over time

• Make testing a part your team’s workflow

SUMMARY
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RESOURCES

Where to get more info:

● Email us at 
support@chartbeat.com

● Guide to Headline Testing

● Deseret News Case Study

● Headline Test to Success

Stay up to date with Chartbeat’s 
research on our blog: 
blog.chartbeat.com

https://help.chartbeat.com/hc/en-us/articles/360023929453-Guide-to-Headline-Testing
https://blog.chartbeat.com/2019/07/16/deseret-news-how-headline-tests-impacted-culture/
https://blog.chartbeat.com/2017/02/13/headline-test-to-success/
http://blog.chartbeat.com
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